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Abstract

We propose a fully automated method for locally registering 2-D multi-modal images. We model the images as a
number of anatomically separate components, subject to ane transformations, and embedded in a deformable medium.
Given a pair of input images, we rst compute a dense similarity eld between them with a block matching algorithm. A
hierarchical clustering algorithm then automatically partitions this eld into a number of classes from which we extract
the independent pairs of sub-images. Our clustering algorithm relies on the Earth mover's distribution metric and is
additionally guided by robust least-square estimation of the transformations associated with each cluster. Finally, the
pairs of sub-images are, independently, anely registered and a hybrid ane/non-linear interpolation scheme is used
to compose the output registered image.
We investigate the behavior of our approach under a variety of conditions, and discuss examples using simulated
and real medical images, including MRI, autoradioagraphy, histology and cryosection data.

1 Introduction
A key component of medical image analysis, image registration essentially consists of bringing two images, acquired from
the same or dierent modalities, into spatial alignment. This process is motivated by the hope that more information can
be extracted from an adequate merging of these images than from analyzing them independently. For instance, monomodal
registration of a population's MRIs can be used to build anatomical atlases [7, 30], while mono- or multi-modal registration
of the same patient's data can help determine the nature of an anomaly [17] or monitor the evolution of a tumor [13] or
other disease process [24].
More formally, given two input images, registering the oating (i.e., moveable) image to the reference (i.e., xed) one
entails nding the transformation that will minimize the dissimilarity between the transformed oating image and the
reference. As such, it can be decomposed into 3 elements:

 a transformation space, which describes the set of admissible transformations from which one is chosen to apply to

the oating image;
 a similarity criterion, which measures the discrepancy between the images; and
 an optimization algorithm, which traverses the transformation space, in search of the transformation that will
minimize the similarity criterion.

A large variety of transformation spaces have been discussed in the literature (see [21] for an extensive review of medical
image registration): among others, one nds linear transformations (rigid, ane) and non-linear transformations (polynomial [32], elastic [8, 11] or uid [3]). Similarly, many similarity criteria have been presented: Studholme et al. [28] use
normalized mutual information, Collins et al. [6] cross-correlation, Roche et al. [25] the correlation ratio, Ashburner et
al. [1] the squared intensity dierence, etc. Optimization algorithms range from the straightforward Powell method [5] to
sophisticated multi-scale Levenberg-Marquardt techniques [29] or stochastic search [31].
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Figure 1: (a) two abdominal MRIs of the same patient, with corresponding vertebra (red) and bladder (green) outlined,
(b) two Nissl stained sections of a mouse brain with breaks (left) and tears (right)

Motivation Remarkably, the transformations used in most of the above mentioned approaches, whether they are global

(rigid, ane) or local (splines, etc.), are not locally adapted to the elasticity of the underlying material. However, in practice, one usually faces cases where both images would be better described in terms of a collection of relatively independent
components, each with dierent characteristics: registration then involves a combination of relatively independent simple
transformations (rigid or ane). For instance, abdominal or torso MRIs often include rigid structures such as bones
(ribs, vertebrae, etc.), deformable organs (liver, heart, etc.), and elastic tissues (see Figure 1.a). Two abdominal MRIs of
the same patient are then linked by a complex transformation which can both be rigid in some regions (for bones) and
potentially exhibit large local dilations (see bladder in Figure 1.a). Global parametric transformations (which use a single
rigid or ane transformation for the whole image) cannot adequately handle such case. Also, a single rigid transformation
could not correctly register all the vertebrae along the spinal column simultaneously. Furthermore, even though there is
a high degree of freedom (e.g., uid) transformation that correctly maps one image onto the other, there is no guarantee
that the vertebrae would be only rigidly transformed.
Similar diculties arise when registering histological sections (our historical motivation): the cutting process, successive
chemical treatments, and the glass mounting step that a slab of tissue undergoes during a histological preparation often
induce holes or tears in the nal images (see Figure 1.b). Weakly attached parts (e.g., sulci in brain histological sections,
see Figures 6, 7, and 8) can also detach and are typically manually realigned on the glass slide by the operator. In this
particular case, there is no embedding medium per se : sections are photographed against a black or white background
which should be discarded by the registration method.

Prior work To alleviate these issues, a few authors have developed local registration techniques, where the input images

are divided into a number of smaller sub-images, and a transformation is associated with each.
An automatic hierarchical elastic image registration technique is presented in [19]. The initial 2-D images are partitioned into quadtree structures (4 sub-images at level 1, 16 at level 2, etc.). At each level of the quadtree, the oating
sub-images are independently registered to their counterparts in the reference image, before being merged via thin-plate
spline interpolation. However, even though this approach encompasses local ane transformations, it cannot apply a
transform selectively to a specic region whose boundary does not coincide with the quadtree grid.
In [20], Little et al. describe an approach that enables a user to select in the input images a number of pairs of
rigid structures (one in the input oating image and the corresponding one in the reference image) along with associated
linear transformations (input by the user). A number of pairs of landmarks further constrain a hybrid ane/non-linear
interpolation scheme that acts as a local registration algorithm. Their technique is based on a radial basis function
interpolation with a basis function modied by use of distance transforms computed from the rigid structures in the
image.
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Figure 2: Overview of our local registration approach

Proposed approach: automated local registration This paper addresses the problem of accurately registering two

images, when the images consist of a number of independent components, subject to rigid or ane transformations, and
embedded in a deformable medium.
Briey, given the input oating and reference images, IF and IR respectively, we rst rigidly register IF to IR , before
computing a dense similarity map and a displacement eld (these two characteristics are called the correspondence eld)
between them with a block matching algorithm (see Figure 2). A hierarchical clustering algorithm then partitions the
correspondence eld into a number of classes from which we extract independent pairs of sub-images. Our clustering
algorithm relies on a distribution metric (the Earth mover's distance) to agglomerate blocks, and makes use of the
estimated transformations associated with each cluster to guide the grouping process. The pairs of sub-images are then,
separately, rigidly or anely registered. Finally, the hybrid ane/non-linear interpolation scheme described in [20] is used
to compose the registered oating image.
Note that in contrast to that of Little et al., our approach is fully automated. It does not require a priori structures,
landmarks, or transformation matrices to be specied, but will estimate them from a dense similarity map.
We detail our method in Section 2, and then discuss in Section 3 some registration results and the sensitivity of our
algorithm to various conditions and parameters.

2 Method
The rst step of our approach consists of automatically partitioning the input images (IF and IR ) into a number of pairs
of corresponding sub-images, where each sub-image is associated with an independent (in terms of transformation) image
component.
We approach the issue of image segmentation as a process of partitioning a correspondence eld computed from IF
to IR . Our method is motivated by the following observation. When both images are composed of several independent
components, where each component in IF is the image under an ane transformation of a corresponding component in
IR , the associated correspondence eld should present rather homogeneous characteristics within each component, and
heterogeneous ones across them. Consequently, by clustering the elds with a criterion based on local characteristics, we
hope to extract from them the desired independent components.
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Figure 3: Block-matching algorithm

2.1 Computing the initial similarity map and displacement eld

We use a block-matching algorithm [15] to compute the correspondence eld.
We associate with IF and IR two rectangular lattices LF = f(i; j ) 2 [1; : : : ; wF ]  [1; : : : ; hF ]g and LR = f(i0 ; j 0 ) 2
[1; : : : ; wR ]  [1; : : : ; hR ]g respectively, whose sites correspond to pixels in the input images. We may choose to associate a
site to each pixel of the input images, in which case wF , hF and wR , hR are the width and height of IF and IR . We could
also consider a sparser regular or non-regular site distribution. In our case, we use sparse regular lattices and discard, for
histological sections, sites which lie on the background.
The block-matching algorithm works as follows (see Figure 3): for each site (i; j ) in LF , we consider a neighborhood
bi;j
IF in IF of the pixels associated with (i; j ) (usually a square neighborhood of constant size called a block, whose centroid
i;j
is denoted by pi;j
IF ). We then compute the similarity measures (given a similarity metric sim) between block bIF and
k;l
every block bIR in IR associated to sites (k; l) in the corresponding neighborhood Ni;j of (i; j ) in LR (the exploration


k;l
neighborhood). For every site (i; j ) in LF , we then get a 2-D spatial similarity distribution (the values sim bi;j
;
b
IF IR
k;l in I which is the
dened in the neighborhood Ni;j of (i; j )). We also
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the
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(
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l
)
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the
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b
R
max
IR


i;j ; bk;l . The displacement vectors di;j = p(k;l)max ; pi;j computed at
most similar to bi;j
:
(
k;
l
)
=
arg
max
sim
b
k;l
IF
IF IR
LF
IR
IF
max
every site (i; j ) of LF then dene the optimal displacement eld.
The quality of both the similarity map and the displacement eld is essentially determined by three parameters: the
size of the blocks, the similarity metric and the size of the exploration neighborhood in LR .

 The similarity metric and the size of the blocks must reect the expected relationship between the intensity distri-

butions of blocks in the oating and reference images, and the scale of the features of interest within those blocks
respectively (see [7] and [10] for details). For most of our experiments, we used the correlation coecient [23] as a
similarity metric (this is invariant to intensity increases in one image relative to the other).
 The size of the exploration neighborhood is linked to the expected magnitude of the residual displacements after
global alignment. It conditions the extent to which our registration algorithm can recover large deformations: the
further apart corresponding components are, the larger the size of the neighborhood must be. In our case, it is input
by the user.

Note that, as a pre-processing step, we rst rigidly register IF to IR to remove from the subsequently computed
correspondence elds the global rigid transform that uniformly aects all components. We use the fully automated
intensity-based registration algorithm presented in [22], where a robust multi-scale block-matching strategy was introduced. Not accounting for this would only degrade the quality of the eld and aect the eciency of the clustering.
Figure 4 displays the similarity distributions and the displacement eld for two pairs of images: in (a) for two consecutive
histological sections of the brain (60 m myelin stained coronal sections through the occipital cortex), and in (b) for a
textured square and the same square with a rotated bottom half and a translated top half. For every site of the oating
4

Figure 4: Dense correspondence eld: input reference image (left column), input oating image with superimposed
similarity distribution (middle column) and superimposed optimal displacement eld (right column) for two myelin
stained histological sections (a) and two phantom images (b). The colorbar in the middle column shows the range of
values of the similarity function, for each blocks. The red lines connecting A and B represent the geodesic (full) and
Euclidean (dotted) paths.
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lattice, a color square shows the similarity measures between the corresponding oating block and the reference blocks in
its neighborhood (middle column). The optimal displacement eld is rendered with arrows whose length and direction
are those of the optimal displacement vector associated to the lattice site at which the arrow originates. For visualization
purposes, only half of the similarity squares are rendered in the similarity map.
Even though the optimal displacement eld (i.e., the one that maximizes the similarity map) appears very chaotic,
the similarity squares themselves present clear patterns, and, more importantly, conspicuous dierences in patterns across
components, that help the clustering algorithm segment the input images.

2.2 Extracting the image components

A dense correspondence eld has been computed as described in the previous section. We further assume that the input
oating image is made of components that share similar transformation characteristics. We describe here the way the
correspondence eld is clustered, and how we extract sub-images from the clustered sites. Those sub-images will be later
used to estimate local transformations.

2.2.1 Clustering the correspondence eld

We are looking for a hierarchical clustering of LF , that is, a sequence of partitions in which each partition is nested into
the next partition in the sequence [2]. Cluster analysis (unsupervised learning) essentially consists of sorting a series of
multi-dimensional points into a number of groups (clusters) so as to maximize the intra-cluster degree of association and
minimize the inter-cluster one. It is particularly well suited here as it behaves adequately even when very little is known
about the category structure of the input set of points. That is, it does not require strong hypotheses to be formulated
beforehand.
F :hF (Table 3
For simplicity's sake, we rewrite LF as an ordered set of sites: LF = fst s:t: 9!(i; j ) 2 LF ; st = (i; j )gwt=1
reports the main notations we use for our approach). On top of the distance between sites, the clustering
will be guided by
t
t
s
the following additional
information
attached to each site s : an optimal displacement vector dLF and a 2-D similarity
 t

k;l
s
distribution sim bIF ; bIR dened in a neighborhood of st (see Section 2.1).
Our clustering method is adapted from the standard agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm described in [16]:

step 1: initialize a cluster list by placing each site of LF in an individual cluster, and let the distance between any two of

those clusters be the distance between the sites they contain (the more similar the clusters, the smaller the distance).
step 2: nd the closest pair of clusters, remove them from the cluster list, merge them into a new single cluster and add
the new cluster to the cluster list.
step 3: compute the distances between the newly formed cluster and the other ones in the cluster list.
step 4: repeat steps 2 and 3 until the desired number of clusters have been reached.
The number of clusters can either be specied by the user (our case here), or pre-indicators like the Davies-Bouldin
index [9] or the cophenetic correlation coecient [2] can assist this choice. Section 3.1.2 briey discusses the inuence of
this parameter on the quality of the registration.
To store the distances between any two clusters in the cluster list at each iteration, we maintain a variable-size distance
matrix M , which summarizes their proximity (or similarity). At each iteration, M is therefore a square symmetric matrix
whose size is the number of clusters in the cluster list at that iteration. The computation of similarity matrix M is the
pivotal element of the clustering algorithm. The distance measure between clusters should be consistent with both the
model we chose for the input images and the relationships we expect between them.
To dene a distance on clusters, we rst need a distance on sites. This site distance is a linear combination of
three distances: a distance between the centroids of the associated blocks, a distance between the associated optimal
displacement vectors and a distance between the associated similarity distributions.
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Distance between the centroids. To satisfy the model constraint, we have to ensure that close blocks are more likely

to be clustered than blocks far apart. It appears that the Euclidean distance is not the most suitable here. Indeed,
if the input images contain several pieces of tissues (e.g., in histological images, they can easily be identied by
thresholding) that are potentially non convex, a geodesic distance within each piece will be more convenient to
dene the proximity of two points from an anatomical point of view.
We recall that the geodesic distance between two points is the length of the shortest path that connects these points
within a component that must contain them (the continuous red line in Figure 4 is the geodesic path between A and
B, the dotted line the Euclidean path). By convention, when two sites cannot be connected (when they belong to
disjoint components), we dene the geodesic distance as the Euclidean distance between their associated centroids
plus the radius of the input image.


Given two sites st and su , the centroid distance is written: distancecentroid (st ; su ) = distancegeodesic psIFt ; psIFu .

Distance between displacement vectors. Additionally, the Euclidean distance between the optimal displacement vectors dLF is used to further bias the clustering towards grouping blocks with similar apparent movement, as this might
indicate that they belong to the same component.


For sites st and su , we get: distancedisplacement (st ; su ) = distanceeuclidean dsLtF ; dsLuF .

Distance between similarity distributions. However in practice, the optimal displacement vectors often disagree with

the actual movement. The repetitive nature of textural patterns, noise or decoys may corrupt them. The similarity
distributions described above (Section 2.1) are then better suited to capture these ne structural elements, and
discriminate between blocks. We use a normalized version  of these distributions to ensure that they all have the
same overall unit mass (see [27] for a similar distributional approach in the context of image-ow computation).
Given a site st in LF , the associated 2-D; normalized
distribution st is dened for sites su in the neighborhood Nst of

t
u


s
s
sim bIF ;b;IR

st in LR by st psIRu ; psIFt = P
sim bst ;bsv . Such distributions are depicted in Figure 4 (middle column).
sv 2 Nst

IF IR

As a distance between distributions, we chose the Earth mover's distance [26], a discrete solution to the discrete
Monge-Kantorovich mass-transfer problem [12]. Given the so-called ground distance (the distance between elements
of the distribution, the Euclidean distance in our case), the Earth mover's distance (EMD) between two distributions
becomes the minimal total amount of work (= mass  distance) it takes to transform one distribution into the other.
As argued by Rubner et al. [26], this boils down to a bipartite network ow problem, which can be modeled with
linear programming and solved by a simplex algorithm. Among other advantages, the EMD is a true metric, is
not impaired by quantization problems (as opposed to histogram-based approaches for instance) and can handle
variable-size distributions (our case here).


For sites st and su , we obtain: distancedistribution (st ; su ) = distanceEMD st ; su .
To summarize, given two sites st and su , their site distance is written:







;

distancesite st ; su = distancegeodesic psIFt ; psIFu + distanceeuclidean dsLtF ; dsLuF + distanceEMD st ; su (1)

where , and are real-valued positive weights. Incidentally, since the optimal displacement eld is quite chaotic, we
choose for a value substantially smaller than that of and (typically, = 50 ).
Once we have a distance between blocks, a cluster distance can be dened. We adapted the standard complete link
distance [2] to additionally take into account the transformations that can be estimated on the already formed clusters.
Namely, when the size of a cluster reaches a given threshold (we usually take 20, even though experiments showed that
the value of that threshold does not really impact the quality of the clustering), a rigid or ane transformation can
be estimated, in a robust fashion, from the associated set of optimal displacement vectors (e.g., the quaternion based
approach presented in [14]). The decision to merge two clusters can then be biased by the agreements between the
7

directions of the optimal displacement vectors of one with the estimated transformation of the other, again, as this
might indicate that they belong to the same component.
Given a site st in LF , its distance to a transformation T is dened by the coherence between T and the optimal
displacement vector associated to st . Consequently, the transformation based distance between a site st and a cluster C
is dened by the distance between st and T C , the transformation estimated over C :
;


distancetransform st ; C =

(







distanceeuclidean T C psIFt ; psIFt ; dsLtF
0





if T C is dened
otherwise



Given two clusters of sites C a = sa1 ; : : : ; sana and C b = sb1 ; : : : ; sbnb , with associated estimated transformation T a
and T b respectively, the cluster distance between them is the longest distance from any block of C a to any member of C b
(complete-link) plus the sum of the transformation distances wherever they can be computed:
b distance
distancecluster (C; C 0 ) = i=1:::nmax
distancesite (sai ; sbj ) + nj=1
transformation (sbj ; C a )
a ;j =1:::nb
P a
+ ni=1
distancetransformation(sai ; C b )
P

(2)

Figure 6.b shows the result of clustering the correspondence elds for the two consecutive histological sections of Figure 4.

2.2.2 Extracting the sub-images

We have described above how we cluster the oating lattice LF . We detail here how to extract, from the input oating
and reference images, pairs of sub-images that will
 later be independently registered.

Let NC be the nal number of clusters, C = C 1 ; : : : ; C NC the cluster partition of LF , and si1 ; : : : ; sini the ni sites

of the ith cluster C i . We want to build a set of NC sub-images IFi Ni=1C , each of them associated with a single cluster.
Given the partition of LF , a partition of IF can be built in many ways. For instance, one could compute a Voronoï
diagram of the sites sji (or equivalently of the centroids pji ) and draw a partition of the pixels (x; y) of IF from it.
However, our clustering method does not ensure that the borders between clusters are suciently precise to adequately
represent the sub-images' borders. Moreover, as we are going to use these sub-images to nd local transformations, it is
often better to choose larger supports in order to avoid boundary eects.
Consequently, rather than building a partition, we build a covering of IF , i.e., a set of sub-images that could overlap.
To do so, we aggregate in IFi the pixels of IF in the vicinity of the sites of the cluster C i . IFi is then dened as follows:


IFi = (x; y) 2 IF such that

distance



i
(x; y); psIFj



 radius

for some sij

2 Ci



In practice we use thei L1 distance. Then, if the blocks associated to the sites are of size n  n, taking radius = n=2 we
S
get: IFi = j=1:::ni bsIFj . In our experiments, to ensure a large support for the sub-images, we chose radius = 3n=4.

)max
The corresponding reference sub-images IRi are built identically, but with the centroids p(Ik;l
of the most similar
R
blocks (see Section 2.1). We get:



IRi = (x; y) 2 IR such that

distance



i
i
(x; y); psIFj + dsLjF



 radius

for some sij

2 Ci



Again, we use the L1 distance, here, with radius = n (a larger extension than that of the oating sub-image) to ensure
that IFi can be eectively registered against IRi .
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2.3 Composing the registered oating image

Once we have extracted the reference and oating sub-images, we usethe robust ane block-matching algorithm described
in [22] to register them, independently, pair by pair. For each pair IRl ; IFl ; l 2 1 : : : NC , we obtain a rigid or an ane
transform T l. Alternatively, one could use the soft assign algorithm [4] or any other robust ane registration algorithm.
Note that since these registrations are robust, the sub-images do not need to perfectly correspond to the anatomically
separate components.
We then compose the nal registered oating image using the Little et al. method [20]. Their approach applies
user-provided ane transforms to user-dened structures and ensures a smooth interpolation in between them. In our
application, the set of oating sub-images forms a covering of the input oating image, so we have to erode the sub-images
to leave space for interpolation. Furthermore, the oating sub-images must be cut to ensure that they do not overlap,
once transformed, as this may impair the interpolation scheme:
; 
 We rst apply the transformations to the oating sub-images. 8l 2 1 : : : NC , T l IFl is the transformed oating
sub-image.
; 
 We compute the intersection of the transformed oating sub-images: S = TNl=1C T l IFl .
l
l
 We remove
the
; l ; l from

 oating sub-images their inverse transformed intersection with S : 8l 2 1 : : : NC ; IF = IF ;
l
;
T
T IF \ S
 We locally erode the cut oating sub-images to ensure smooth interpolation. The erosion only takes place in the
1

neighborhood of the intersection between the oating sub-image and the image of S by the inverse associated
transformation.
The choice of the amount of space to leave in between structures (that is, the radius of the structural element for the
erosion) depends on the input images. As the amount of space decreases, the band in between sub-images becomes more
stretched (which might induce substantial textural changes). We linked the amount of erosion to the ratio between the
area of S and that of the transformed oating sub-image, to ensure that more space is left when the transformed images
overlap substantially. We are currently investigating other techniques.
We choose as landmarks the corners of the original images, IR and IF (after the initial rigid registration), to further
constraint the interpolation scheme, and use the modied Hardy multiquadric recommended in [20] as a basis function for
interpolation, as this agrees with an ane transform at innity.
Note that the entire registration process could easily be included within an iterative multi-scale framework to achieve
a better trade-o between accuracy and complexity. Such a framework could also be useful for handling both large scale
and small scale components. We are currently exploring these aspects.

3 Results
We present here the various experiments we have conducted to assess the performances of our local registration approach.
We rst discuss the ability of the clustering algorithm to correctly classify synthetic displacement elds. We then detail
the inuence of the various components of our registration system on the quality of the match for series of phantom and
medical images.

3.1 Synthetic elds

Synthetic elds enable us to evaluate the quality of the clustering algorithm independently from textural issues and aside
considerations regarding the similarity distribution (this eectively sets to 0 in equation 1). That is, we assume that
the block matching search yields only one value for each lattice site and that the derived optimal displacement eld is
the correct one.
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In Section 3.1.1 we investigate the ability of our algorithm to cluster a (possible noisy) displacement eld that is
synthetically generated. We also investigate the discrimination power of the transformation based distance introduced in
the cluster distance (equation 2).
In Section 3.1.2, we discuss the inuence of the specied number of clusters on the nal registration quality.

3.1.1 Clustering of synthetic displacement elds

A rst experiment was designed to illustrate the behavior of our approach on images consisting of several separate independent components. We consider a spine-like structure with 4 components (4 squares) to which 4 dierent ane
transformations were applied (Figure 5.a):
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We computed for each component an exact eld and then corrupted it with a uniform noise U [;r; +r] where r is the
radius of the component. For each of them, only % of the displacement vectors were selected for perturbation. The
minimum cluster size for the estimation of the transformation associated to a cluster was set to 20. Figure 5.a displays
the nal clusters for = 50%, with and without transformation estimation. We set the number of desired clusters to 4.
Figure 5.b displays the classication results (for = 25%) for 3 more structures with 2 components each (in #5 a
small square inside a larger one, in #6 and #7 the two vertical halves of a large square). It demonstrates the behavior of
the clustering algorithm within a connected component:
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Figure 5: Clustering of a 4-component structure (a) and three 2-component structures (b). Phantom images (c) (see
section 3.2) that could produce the displacement eld of (b).
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Again we used 20 as a minimum size for the estimation of the cluster transformation. For each structure, we were looking
for 2 clusters.

 and component 7b: T b = 4 ;
7

2

2

Table 1 summarizes the clustering results for a variety of values, with and without the transformation based distance.
For the rst 4 components, we give the percentage of correctly classied vectors for each component. For the following 3
structures, we report, for each component, both the number of vectors of that component that were correctly classied
and the number of vectors of the complementary component that were wrongly classied as this one, as a percentage of
their respective number of vectors.
 Clearly our algorithm managed to perfectly cluster the rst 4 components even for very high values of noise, mostly
due to the use of the geodesic distance. Additionally, the estimated transformations were exactly the same as the
desired one until = 50% for all four components, and until = 75% for component 1 and 2 (for the other two
transformations, matrix coecients were at most 5% dierent from the expected ones), which demonstrates the
robustness of the quaternion approach, and its interest here.
 Where the geodesic distance did not help (for connected components 5a, 5b, 6a, 6b and 7a, 7b), we obtained inferior
performances. This can also be explained by the fact that the displacement vectors on both sides of the border
between the components were quite similar (for the rotations).
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components
#1
#2
#3
#4
# 5a
# 5b
# 6a
# 6b
# 7a
# 7b

with transformation distance
without transformation distance
= 0%
= 25%
= 50%
= 75%
= 0%
= 25%
= 50%
= 75%
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
57 / 0.38 50 / 1.14 37 / 38.3 45 / 54.2 83 / 45.8 80 / 45.8 34 / 48.4 19 / 49.9
99.62 / 43 98.86 / 50 61.7 / 63 45.8 / 55 54.2 / 17 54.2 / 20 51.6 / 66 50.1 / 81
100 / 0
95.7 / 0 100 / 16 98.5 / 5.2
61.5 / 0 55 / 43.2 65.3 / 55.3 53 / 47.2
100 / 0
100 / 4.3
84 / 0
94.8 / 1.5 100 / 38.5 56.8 / 45 44.7 / 34.7 52.8 / 47
87 / 3.7
76 / 0
91.7 / 4.6 96.9 / 11.7 87 / 3.7 90 / 17.2 91.7 / 4.6 50 / 37
96.3 / 13 100 / 24 95.4 / 8.3 88.3 / 3.1 96.3 / 13 82.8 / 10 95.4 / 8.3 63 / 50

Table 1: Performance of our local registration algorithm on a variety of displacement elds.
Clustering results with the transformation based distance were consistently better than without, and even more so
when the level of noise increased.
Incidentally, it should be kept in mind, when interpreting the results, that even under similar conditions, our
clustering algorithm does not necessarily always assign the same class to a given vector. It only ensures that two
vectors that are found to be dierent are assigned dierent classes. For instance, when considering the classication
performances under 25% noise for structure 5 without transformation estimation (see Figure 5.b rightmost column),
we could decide that red represents component 5a, in which case 80% of the vectors that belong to component 5a
and 46% of the vectors that belong to component 5b are correctly classied (as reported in table 1). Alternatively,
we could decide that red represents component 5b, in which case only 20% of the vectors that belong to component
5a and 54% of the vectors that belong to component 5b are correctly classied.
Note that a perfect clustering is not a necessary condition for our method to perform well, (1) since the subsequently
extracted sub-images will be larger than the obtained clusters and will overlap, and (2) since the registration algorithm
we use to register these sub-images is robust.

3.1.2 Number of clusters

To evaluate the inuence of the specied number of clusters on the nal registration quality, we used the synthetic elds
of Figure 5, with low noise ( =25%). We checked that when the specied number of cluster increases above the number of
actual components, we get sub-components that are correctly included in the components they come from. The associated
transformations are also part of the transformation of the enclosing component (with minimal error, 2% on average on
the values of the transformation matrix).
This comes as no surprise. Indeed, in a hierarchical clustering, each partition is nested into the next partition in the
sequence. Therefore, when the number of desired clusters increases above the actual number of components, the new
sub-images (associated with the new clusters) are sub-parts of actual components. Since actual components are supposed
to be rigid or ane by denition, anely registering the new sub-images should produce transformations very similar to
the transformations associated with the nesting sub-image.
Conversely, when the specied number of cluster drops below the number of actual components, performances decrease
and tend towards those of a robust global ane registration.

3.2 Phantom Images

We used the same experimental settings as above to evaluate how our clustering algorithm performs under controlled
textural conditions. Namely, pairs of synthetic images were created with articial textures (grayscale cloud pattern, see
Figure 5.c) for structures #5, #6 and #7, and the same transformations were applied as in Section 3.1(except for the
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components
# 5a
# 5b
# 6a
# 6b
# 7a
# 7b

with transformation distance
with EMD without EMD
42 / 49
39 / 34.7
51 / 58
75.3 / 61
87.2 / 29.9
69.2 / 45.3
70.1 / 13.8
54.7 / 31.8
77 / 18.3
58.3 / 27.5
12.7 / 33
73.5 / 41.7

without transformation distance
with EMD
without EMD
38 / 45
39.8 / 40.1
55 / 62
59.9 / 70.2
75 / 35.3
70.1 / 35.1
64.7 / 25
64.9 / 29.9
54.8 / 28
55.2 / 12.1
72 / 45.2
81.9 / 44.8

Table 2: Performance of our local registration algorithm for a variety of phantom images.
rotations: we took 8 here where 4 was used in Section 3.1.1). Table 2 reports the classication results with and without
the transformation based distance, and with and without distribution distance (EMD). Results are given as percentages
of correctly classied pixels.
We observed better performances when the EMD distribution distance was used than when it was not. The similarity
distribution distance helps the clustering algorithm to form, at early stages, sensible clusters that are then adequately
agglomerated with the aid of the robust estimation of the associated transformations. Again, results were better with the
cluster transformations estimation. However the performance dierences were less obvious than in Section 3.1.1: as the
optimal displacement eld is very noisy, the transform distance only marginally helps the clustering process. It can even
impair it at times (components 6b and 7b).
Incidentally, these clustering performances were somewhat close to those obtained over synthetic elds with = 75%
noise.

3.3 Biomedical Images

Figures 6, 7 and 8 display the results of our local registration for the pair of myelin stained histological sections introduced
in Figure 4, for an autoradiography monkey brain section and its associated MRI (obtained by co-registration of a series
of contiguous autoradiography sections with an MR volume of the same monkey), and for a Nissl stained human brain
section and its associated cryosection image, respectively. These gures present classic registration diculties:
 in Figure 6, a gyrus (top left corner) was detached during the histological preparation and manually realigned in an
unsatisfactory fashion;
 in Figure 7, another gyrus (bottom left corner) was also wrongly realigned;
 in Figure 8, many of the gyri were separated during the histological treatments.
For each gure, we show the reference image (a), the oating image with clustered optimal displacement eld (b), the
locally registered oating image (c), the dierence between the reference and the globally anely registered oating image
(d), the image of a regular grid convected by the associated hybrid ane/non-linear transformation (e), and the dierence
between the reference and the locally registered oating image (f).
To better demonstrate the ability of our approach to register multiple-component images, we only applied rigid transforms to the sub-images in the two rst cases (Figures 6 and 7). The clustering algorithm adequately isolated in a separate
sub-image the oating gyri in Figure 6 (top left) and the moving part in Figure 7 (bottom left) which were subsequently
correctly registered to their counterpart in the reference image. An ane transform would of course further decrease the
discrepancy between the pairs of sub-images. However, in the general case, when one suspects only a rigid transformation between sub-images, opting for an ane registration would only introduce unnecessary over-parameterization which,
among other disadvantages, could substantially alter textures.
In Figure 8, we used ane registration and specied a larger number of clusters (6) to take into account the many inadequately manually realigned components. Our algorithm successfully managed to close most of the gyri while minimizing
the overall amount of deformation.
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notation

IR
IF
LR , LF
(i; j ), stLF , suLR
Ni;j , Ntst
s
bi;j
IR , bIR
psIFt
dsLtF
st


Ca
a
s1 ; : : : ; sana
Ta
l
IR , IFm

description
reference image
oating image
reference and oating lattice
site, site in LF , site in LR
neighborhood of a site
block of IR associated
to site i; j or st
centroid of the block of IF
associated to site st of LF
optimal displacement vector
associated to site st of LF
similarity distribution
associated to site st
cluster
the na sites of cluster C a
estimated transform of C a
reference and oating sub-images

comment
xed image
moveable image
list of sites
st when unambiguous
group of pixels
(usually a square)
2-D point
2-D vector
unordered set of sites
rigid or ane

Table 3: Notations

4 Conclusion and Perspectives
We have presented a fully automated local registration method, capable of dealing with a variety of 2-D images. It allows
for complex spatial transformations to be built by elastically interpolating between rigid or ane transforms that are
locally dened on pairs of sub-images. Consequently, we manage to minimize the overall number of degrees of freedom
of the transformation, thereby agreeing with the guidelines of the parsimony principle (see [18] for a discussion of the
problems inherent to high-dimensional transformations). These sub-images represent geometrically coherent components
(in our biomedical applications, they are even anatomically coherent components). They are automatically extracted from
an initial displacement eld computed between the images to be registered. All user interaction is avoided by contrast
with other approaches [20].
The use of a hierarchical clustering approach and a similarity distribution distance proved very promising: while the
distribution distance can eectively deal with noise and textural issues to discriminate between image blocks, our clustering
algorithm manages to extract the expected sub-images. Even though obtaining a perfect clustering may not actually be
necessary, we are currently investigating stochastic approaches to improve this step.
Our experiments also demonstrated the multivariate relations between the parameters of our registration paradigm,
and how they aect the accuracy of the match. Moreover, results on real data proved the adequacy of the proposed
method for several specic problems in biomedical imaging. Finally, even though the presented method works in 2-D, it
could readily be extended to 3-D (or n-D) with a close-to-linear increase in processing time.
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Figure 6: Registration of two consecutive myelin stained histological sections of the human brain.
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Figure 7: Registration of an autoradiography monkey brain section and its associated MRI.
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Figure 8: Registration of a Nissl stained human brain section and its associated cryosection.
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